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44 The Laws of Human Enjoyment 

144 June Monday, Buxton. On Monday we left Buxton for  Manchester  in a tremen-
douss shower  of rain... Manchester  is a most disagreeable town & we thought it the more 

soo as we had hardly an hour  of fair  weather  all the time we were there... It is so full of 
manufactoryss that you are enveloped in clouds of smoke &  die place is so hot 

wee could scarcely breath &  we were very glad to breath 
thee fresh air  of me country again the next morning. 
-- John Ruskin, A Tour to the Lakes of Cumberland 

Howw a painter  would have enjoyed the sight which broke upon my waking eyes this 
morning!!  To my right is one of the tributarie s to the Irwell , winding through the depths of 

aa richly  wooded and precipitous valley, or  rather  ravine... Before me.. is the Hall in the 
Wood,, memorable for  having been the residence of Crompton, the inventor  of the spin-

ning-jennyy ... Beyond is the hill on which a great part of the busy town of Bolton is built . 
Thee intervening valley is studded with factories and bleach-works. 

Thankk God, smoke is rising from the lofty chimneys of most of mem! 
.... it produces variations in the atmosphere which, to me at least, 

havee a pleasing and picturesque effect. 
-- Willia m Cooke-Taylor, Notes of a Tour in the Manufacturing Districts of 

Lancashire Lancashire 

4.11 Introductio n 

Inn successive years in the mid 1860s, Ruskin, famous art critic, and Jevons, 
famouss economist, gave open lectures to audiences in the urban heartland 
off  the industrial revolution.1 Jevons, responsible for the 1865 opening ad-
dresss at Queen's College Liverpool,2 had attended Ruskin*s lecture a year 

Jevonss just had entered the limelight because of the appearance of his Coal Question, pre-
dictingg a decline in Britain' s prosperity due to the exhaustion of cheaply extractable coal. 
Onn Jevons's Coal Question, see White 1991, Peart 1996, 2001 and the introductor y chapter 
here. . 

Queen'ss College was a department of the Liverpool Mechanics' Institut e set up in 1857 to 
givee the working classes an opportunity of studying for  the London Matriculatio n in even-
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earlierr  in Rusholme Town Hall, near  Manchester. He was impressed with 
Ruskin'ss abundant use of * imaginative names and figurative expressions,' 
whichh were 'either  beautifully true, or  suggestive of truth ' (LDP 1865).4 

Thee titl e of his address was 'Reading and Study', a titl e inspired by Rus-
kin' ss lecture, so Jevons assured his public.5 On the surface, many similari -
tiess can be found between Jevons's thoughts on education and those of 
Ruskin.. Both were adverse to students 'cramming' . Students should be 
'active',, 'reflective' and should not approach their  studies passively, as if 
theyy were being 'dragged through a fixed course of instruction' (LDP 
1865).. Given Ruskin's examples of free libraries, well-filled with valuable 
books,, accessible art galleries, and so on, we can easily imagine that his 
lecturee produced some resonance even in Jevons's later  essays on social 
reform.. Indeed, the cultural and moral elevation of the working class was a 
subjectt  that occupied Jevons's thoughts til l the end of his life. 

Butt  there was an even stronger  tie linkin g both men: their  mutual criti -
cismm of Mill . By this time, Ruskin had begun to criticise political econo-
mistss for  their  misguided theories on the nature and causes of human 
wealth,, and he blamed John Stuart Mil l in particular . Mill' s image of man-
kindd as merely seeking the possession of wealth, and not its enjoyment, 
wass for  Ruskin the very cause of the decline of culture he perceived in 
Britain .. In his 1836 essay, Mil l had defined economic man as driven by 
threee motives only, the desire for  wealth, counteracted by the aversion to 
labourr  and the preference for  present rather  than futur e consumption. In the 

ingg classes. It was intended to become the nucleus of a new University. The project was, 
however,, abandoned in 1881. See Stephens and Roderick (1972, 258). In 186S Jevons had 
beenn appointed as a part-time Professor in Logic and Political Economy at the College, a 
chairr he only held for half a year and abandoned when appointed to the Cobden chair at 
Owen'ss College. As noted in the introductory chapter, Jevons enjoyed two years of educa-
tionn at Liverpool Mechanics' Institute after his mother died in 1845. See Schabas (1990, 
13),, and Jevons (PC 1:13). 
33 At the time of Ruskin's lecture, Jevons was tutor at Owen's College, Manchester, a posi-
tionn he attained through the mediation of his cousin Harry Roscoe, then Professor of 
Chemistryy at Owen's College. 
44 Jevons's inaugural lecture was printed in full in a supplement to the Liverpool Daily Post 
off  3 October 1865 (LDP 1865), page number unknown. Michael White kindly sent me a 
copyy of this supplement. 
55 Ruskin's lecture was to become 'Of Kings' Treasuries' in his best-selling book Sesame 
andand Lilies. 
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samee essay, Mil l (CW 4:318n*) had made it explicitly clear that man's de-
siree for wealth had nothing to do with the 'laws of human enjoyment': 

Politicall  Economy has nothing to do with the consumption of wealth, 
furtherr than as the consideration of it is inseparable from that of pro-
duction,, or from that of distribution. We know not of any laws of the 
consumptionconsumption of wealth, as the subject of a distinct science: they can be 
noo other than the laws of human enjoyment. 

Jevonss fully agreed with Ruskin' s verdict of Mill . Jevons had stated 
plainlyy in his Notice of a General Mathematical Theory of Political Econ-
omy,omy, read in 1862 to section F of the British Association for the Advance-
mentt of Science (BAAS), and would restate in the Theory (1871, 47) that 
'itt is surely obvious that Political Economy does rest upon the laws of hu-
mann enjoyment; and that, if those laws are developed by no other science, 
theyy must be developed by economists'. Jevons also agreed with Ruskin 
thatt working men in present day Britain no longer knew how to amuse 
themselves:: 'There is no difficulty in seeing that there is a tendency, in 
Englandd at least, to the progressive degradation of popular amusements ... 
thee amusements of the masses, instead of being cultivated, and multiplied, 
andd refined, have been frowned upon and condemned, and eventually sup-
pressed,, by a dominant aristocracy' (1883, 3,6). 

Wee might expect, then, far reaching agreement between Ruskin and 
Jevonss on the role and significance of the laws of human enjoyment for 
politicall  economy. But, as we will see in this chapter, such agreement did 
nott exist From Jevons's opening address, it became clear that he was also 
thinkingg along different lines which were not consistent with those of Rus-
kin.. As will be explored in this chapter, these differences are closely linked 
withh the typical Victorian discourse about man-machine analogies in rela-
tionn to human work. This discourse will be examined by taking Ruskin's 
andd Jevons's views on labour and popular culture as the main focus. 

4.22 Invention, genius, and ingenuity 

Ruskinn came to political economy through his study of Gothic architecture. 
Hiss chapter on the Gothic in his three volume study The Stones of Venice 
(1851-1853)) had made him aware of the conditions under which the pro-
ductionn of art might flourish. Ruskin first directed his attention to the po-
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liticall  economy of art in lectures he delivered in Manchester in 1857.6 But 
hee soon realized the broader implications of his thesis: from his construc-
tionn of the Gothic past Ruskin drew up a concept of craftsmanship, which 
hee then used to criticise the conditions of production so rapidly spreading 
inn nineteenth century England, namely the factory system. It made him a 
criticc not only of the factory system itself, but also of those he blamed for 
itss invention: the political economists, most notably John Stuart Mill . In a 
letterr of August 1862 to John Brown he wrote 'The Science of Political 
Economyy is a lie, — wholly and to the very root... To this 'science', and to 
thiss alone ... is owing All the evil of the modern days. I say All ' (Ruskin 
WorksWorks 17:lxxxii).7 Ruskin wrote this letter in response to the public outrage 
generatedd by Unto this Last (1862, the published book version of his es-
sayss on Political Economy). 

Forr Ruskin, the vocabulary of art furnished the clue for revealing the 
fallaciess of political economy, which were hidden under a veil of smoke. 
Ruskinn was mainly offended by Mill' s definition of political economy, 
firstt formulated in his 1836 essay on method, as a study of mankind striv-
ingg for wealth. According to Ruskin, it was not wealth but enjoyment 
whichh should have been the subject of political economy and he emphati-
callyy argued that there was no enjoyment to be had from products made 
underr modern factory conditions. He felt that the factory system divested 
thee workman of his better part, that is, his 'thoughtful part', his genius. 
This,, Ruskin argued, was the very thing that had been cherished in the 
Gothicc era and was so much despised by his contemporaries.9 In Gothic 
man'ss genius, his imagination, his inventive or thoughtful part, embel-
lishedd each and every product with uniqueness, and with originality in de-
sign.100 This was what could, and should, be enjoyed in any product. This 

66 These were printed as The Political Economy of Art and were later reprinted as A Joy For-
everever (and Its Price in the Market) ([1857] 1904). 
77 Further referred to as Works, followed by volume number. 
'' I use Willmer's 1985 edition of Unto this Last. 
99 The revival of the Gothic in Britain was influenced by Ruskin's work and he was not at all 
unambiguouslyy in favour of it . 
100 Considering the relation of economists to art, one might be tempted to focus on real or 
assumedd properties of works of art, that differentiate them from other commodities. One 
suchh property is their uniqueness. We may question today whether uniqueness can still be 
seenn as a distinguishing feature of art. Indeed, Walter Benjamin's famous and influential 
essayy on the consequences of the modern technical reproducibility of a work of art departs 
fromm exactly the opposite diesis, as do most of the Marxist aesthetics (see, for example, 
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didd not mean that Ruskin was of the opinion that each and every one of us 
couldd be a Turner, a James Watt, or  a Newton. It did mean that each and 
everyy one was able to use their  imagination to create something new and 
unique,, however  limited in perfection. For  Ruskin, genius was common to 
alll  men, and the conditio sine qua non to make lif e enjoyable. However, 
modernn conditions of work turned labour  into a routine activity, alienating 
thee workman from his 'thoughtful part' . 

Itt  was generally thought that Ruskin, who by then was considered the 
outstandingg art critic , had put his reputation in jeopardy through his work 
onn political economy. It was referred to as 'one of the most melancholy 
spectacles''  of the year; and the Saturday Review wrote of 'eruptions of 
windyy hysterics', 'absolute nonsense*, 'utter  imbecility' , 'intolerabl e twad-
dle',, and characterised Ruskin himself as 'a perfect paragon of blubber-
ing' .. Indeed, the general opinion was that 'i t was no pleasure to see genius 
mistakingg its power, and rendering itself ridiculous'  {Works 17:xxvii-
xviii) . . 

Ruskinn directed his attention almost entirely to John Stuart Mill' s re-
ductionistt  image of man as purely striving for  the possession of wealth. 
Thoughh our  reception of Unto this Last may be different from in those 
days,, it is still generally acknowledged that there was an 'extreme unfair -
ness',, to use Clive Winner' s words, in Ruskin's judgement of Mill. 11 

Readingg Mill' s autobiography and his essays on Jeremy Bentham, for  ex-
ample,, one is struck by his struggles with Bentham* s one-sided reduction 
off  man to a 'reasoning machine',12 a mechanically acting puppet. At one 
pointt  in his autobiography, Mil l described this reduction to be a 'perpetual 
wormm at the root both of the passions and of the virtues'  (CW 1:143). The 
'excitementt  of beauty' occasioned by his reading of Wordsworth' s poems 
ass we have seen in the former  chapter, made him argue that this half-
pictur ee of man should be complemented by the source of this excitement: 
thee imagination. These poems 'seemed to be the very culture of the feel-
ings,, which I was in quest of. In them I seemed to draw from a source of 

Paetzoldd 1974). However, in the nineteenth century, uniqueness was considered a feature of 
workss of art, which, as White (1999) shows, definitely puzzled nineteenth-century econo-
mists.. Being unique, a work of art resists one of the fundamental principles of the market: 
meree is no quid pro quo for  it, and consequently no market price can be determined. Not 
incidentally,, many of those thinkin g about the value of art took, and still take, recourse to 
criteri aa outside the sphere of the market, like that of its contribution to the ''national heri-
tage""  as in the case of Lionel Robbins. See Balisciano and Medema (1999). 
111 See Wilmer' s introduction to the 1985 Penguin edition of Unto this Last, 26-27 esp. 27n. 
uu See John Stuart Mill , CW 1:111. See also CW 10:112. 
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inwardd joy, of sympathetic and imaginative pleasure, which could be 
sharedd in by all human beings ... From them I seemed to learn what would 
bee the perennial sources of happiness' (CW 1:151). 

Elsewhere,, Mil l recognized that the power of the imagination, which he 
alsoo termed the 'daemon' inspiring poets and artists, 'never was awakened' 
inn Bentham (CW 10:92). And on many occasions, Mil l complained about 
Bentham'ss open condemnation of poetry as 'misrepresentation' (e.g. 1: 
112)) 'as if a person's tastes did not show him to be wise or a fool, culti-
vatedd or ignorant, gentle or rought' (10:113). Indeed, he admitted that in 
Utilitarianismm this power of the imagination was 'generally' undervalued 
ass a constituent of human nature (1:115) and that Bentham limited his 
analysiss to the 'business part of man' (10:100). This was, unfortunately, 
thee 'cold, mechanical, and ungenial air which characterizes the popular 
ideaa of a Benthamite' (10:112). 

Mill' ss use of the Greek close relative of the Roman word genius - dae-
monmon - is informative. Daimonion, Socrates's famous inner voice, was a 
privilegedd source of godly truth and inspiration, and had a highly irrational 
overtone.. Mill' s remark that Bentham gave a one-sided picture of man sug-
gestss that this daemon, the power of imagination, formed part and parcel of 
everyy man. In classical Rome, genius denoted man's soul or spirit, and was 
connectedd to man's vital forces, as its root gen indicates. Genius was com-
monn to all men, without its irrational Greek overtones, and functioned, in 
fact,, as principium individuationis: one's genius determined one's unique-
ness,, one's character. In classical Rome, genius seldom denoted one's in-
genium,genium, which meant the extraordinary talent of a limited number of people 
(andd thus a closer relative of the Greek word daimonion). The history of the 
conceptt of 'genius' is to a great extent determined by the way genius and 
ingeniumm became conflated, however (See Zilsel 1926, 9-36 for a thorough 
expositionn of the history of the concept of genius). The classical Roman fla-
vourr of genius was involved in Ruskin's use of the word. Ruskin feared 
thatt Mill' s dissection of aesthetic and economic man transformed the use of 
one'ss imagination into a privilege for a selected number of people and this 
wass something which, according to him, belonged to the lif e of all. Indeed, 
Ruskinn perceived the real source of distress in the industrialising towns to 
bee this very dissection: the degradation of the workman and the deteriora-
tionn of the aesthetic conditions of society were, in Ruskin's eyes, twin de-
velopments. . 

Theree was some justness in Ruskin's fear of and anger against the po-
liticall  economists, though William Stanley Jevons, as we wil l see, would 
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havee provided a better target than Mill . In his theory of labour, as well as 
inn his writings on social reform, Jevons did indeed exclude what Ruskin 
calledd the 'thoughtful part' of man, and what Jevons himself called the 
'active,, reflective' use of the mind. In The Theory of Political Economy 
(1871),, Jevons narrowed down the concept of economic man - which he 
presentedd as a universal and natural picture - to someone fitting the Victo-
rianrian factory worker. In this, Jevons followed Mill' s definition of economic 
man,, but without the reservations Mil l made elsewhere. 

Forr Jevons, genius did not consist of the use of the imagination at all, 
butt was itself a form of routine labour. This is a leading thread throughout 
Jevons'ss life and work, whether we look at his theory of labour, his essays 
onn logic, or his proposals for social reform. In Jevons's {PC 1:58) second 
entryy in his diary of the 26th of August 1852, we read: 

II  have often thought much about what is called cleverness & genius. 
Thee oftener an action is repeated, the more easy is it to perform it again, 
&&  the more perfectly it will be performed. It is by long repetition that 
workmenn or jugglers acquire such perfection, & the only credit given to 
them,, is for their diligence. But I think it is exactly the same case with 
students,, for if they have been accustomed for a long time to study dili-
gentlyy ... they gei practised or clever in acquiring knowledge. 

Whereass Ruskin stressed 'genius' to be inherently linked to the imagina-
tion,, for Jevons, mental labour did not essentially differ from routinely per-
formedd physical work. We can trace this routinised agent in Jevons's con-
ceptionn of the workman, who in his perception spent most of their leisure 
timee on drink and being rude. Although Jevons, as we will see, implicitly 
acknowledgedd that English working conditions were to be blamed for the 
loww culture of the working classes, in his proposals for social reform he in 
factt extended factory conditions to include the leisure time spent by the 
workers.. The use of the imagination, invention, came to be reserved for a 
separatee class of men, whereas for Ruskin invention was very much the 
soull  and spirit of every man. 

4.33 Schemes of Moralit y 

Forr Ruskin, the source of evil was the division of labour as practised in the 
factories,, these 'Bastilles for Labour built by Capital' (quoted in Geddes 
1884,, 30) and successors to the 'Houses of Terror' as they were called at 
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thee end of the eighteenth century (see Mumfor d 1946, 172-82; Ashworth 
1998).. It did not divide labour, but the labourer, and turned the workman 
intoo a cripple. Ruskin's criticism does of course echo Carlyle and Dickens, 
butt  was in fact voiced by Adam Smith in an extraordinary passage in Book 
VV of the Wealth of Nations. In this much commented on fragment,13 Smith 
elaboratedd on the detrimental effects of the division of labour  for  the moral 
elevationn and conduct of the great mass of the people. Smith observed that 
manyy workers were confined to the exertion of just one or  two simple op-
erations.. These persons lost, as a consequence, the habit of exerting their 
understandingg 'and generally [became] as stupid and ignorant as it is possi-
blee for  a human creature to become'. The great mass of the labouring poor 
thuss lost their  capacity for  the 'intellectual, social, and martial virtues' (WN 
2:782). . 

Thiss image starkly contrasted with the emphasis placed by Adam Smith 
inn the first  book of the Wealth of Nations on the benefits of the division of 
labourr  for  society at large. But this was not the only difference. In the first 
partt  of the Wealth of Nations, Smith's discussion of the division of labour 
hadd relied, to an important extent, on an image in which different individu-
alss developed different talents and skills and then, in cooperation, used 
thesee talents and skills for  the benefit of all; a division of labour  in which 
thee benefits for  all members of society were balanced (Wise and Smith 
1989b,, 393-4). This was the point of Smith's opposition of the greyhound 
andd the mastiff with the street porter  and the philosopher. It was the subse-
quentt  division of labour  that furthered these talents and skills to the level 
off  genius; genius not being something that was confined to some and to the 
exclusionn of others. 

Fromm this perspective, there did not seem to be a distinction in kind 
betweenn the division of labour  in the pin factory and that between the phi-
losopherr  and the street porter. In Book V of the Wealth of Nations, how-
ever,, it transpired that the division of labour  in the pin factory was in fact 
differentt  from that between the philosopher  and the street porter. The 
workerss in the pin factory were confined to the execution of just one or 
twoo simple operations and, as a consequence, were robbed of their  capacity 
forr  autonomous judgement and their  capability for  moral conduct. In the 
TheoryTheory of Moral Sentiments (1759) Smith had already considered that two 

133 This so-called 'splenetic passage' was of course happily embraced by socialists and com-
mentedd on by Marx. Recently, West 1996 reopened the debate on its meaning and signifi-
cance. . 
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conditionss had to be fulfille d for  virtuous conduct: an individual had to be 
inn the possession of 'superior  reason and understanding' and 'self-
command1.. Both conditions were most notably presupposed when some-
onee acted out of prudence. They guaranteed that individuals were able to 
controll  excess by means of their  own reason, or  (using Hirschman's (1977) 
seminall  distinction) to control their  passions in favour  of their  interests. 

Thee consequences of the loss of understanding and self-control of the 
greatt  mass of the people for  the - so to say - moral balance of the society 
ass a whole was, in Smith*  s view, however, not necessarily for  the worst. It 
enabledd people 'of rank and fortune', who had the leisure and pecuniary 
possibilitiess of refining their  moral sensibilities, to perfect themselves 'in 
everyy branch either  of useful or  ornamental knowledge* (WN 2:784). They 
weree thus able to refine their  understanding to such a degree, that, when 
theyy had found their  right place in society, they contributed the most 'to 
thee good government and happiness of their  society' (783). Their  contribu-
tionn may thus outbalance the deterioration of the moral conduct of the 
commonn people. 

Butt  this placed demands on the schemes of morality fit for  the different 
classess of society. In the Wealth of Nations, Smith suggested two schemes 
off  morality , the 'liberal '  and 'strict or  austere' scheme which served dif-
ferentt  purposes for  different social classes. Whereas the liberal scheme 
wass obviously meant for  those who were supposed to become or  be mem-
berss of the governing elite, the strict scheme was praised for  its capability 
off  regulating and controlling the behaviour  of the labouring poor. In effect, 
Smithh argued for  a distinction between 'high' and 'low' culture. 

'Whatt  are called the people of fashion' he assumed to be better 
equippedd to deal with the 'vices of levity*  that were 'apt to arise from great 
prosperity' .. These vices were inextricably linked to the refinement of 
tastess acquired by these people under  the libertaria n moral scheme. The 
greatt  mass of the people, however, should be 'amused and diverted' with 
formss of entertainment 'without scandal or  indecency'. The strict moral 
codee could regulate the behaviour  of the working poor, and in a uncontro-
versiall  way, harmless public amusements might divert their  thoughts and 
keepp them away from the ale-house. Smith singled out the middle classes 
fromfrom  both the high and low ones. It was especially that body of the middle 
classess belonging to 'littl e religious sects' who followed a strict moral 
code.. Smith feared that these sects might become 'disagreeable, rigorous 
andd unsocial'  by the austerity of the morals imposed on them by their  re-
ligion.. This drawback might be redressed by the study of science and phi-
losophy,, 'the great antidote to the poison of enthusiasm and superstition' 
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(WNN 2:794-6). The perfection of society might thus be furthered by the 
higherr classes perfecting their moral sensibilities, the middle classes pur-
suingg science, and the lower classes being controlled and diverted by 
popularr amusements. The division of labour into mental and manual work 
-- depriving workers undertaking routine actions of their capability of 
judgementt - paralleled a similar division in the realm of culture. Science, 
art,, and culture were the different dimensions that served to distinguish and 
stabilisee class relations. 

Manyy of the propagators of the factory system did not deny that the on-
goingg division of labour changed the character of the division of labour it-
selff  and, related to this, necessitated the invention of more effective means 
too regulate and control the behaviour of the emerging working class. At the 
turnn of the eighteenth century, Samuel Bentham, Jeremy's less well-known 
brother,, stressed that the skills and crafts of the workmen were a threat to 
thee efficient working of the factory system and had to be broken down into 
visiblee routines to control the workmen.14 In his Philosophy of Manufac-
turestures (1835), Andrew Ure considered Smith's discussion of the division of 
labourr 'misleading the public mind as to the right principle of manufac-
turingg industry'. Ure clearly had the first chapter of the Wealth of Nations 
inn mind. In contrast, Ure argued that 'in fact, the division, or rather adap-
tationn of labour to the various talents of man, is littl e thought of in factory 
employment.. On the contraryY (Ure [1835] 1967, 19, original emphasis). 
Accordingg to Ure, the end goal of the factory system was 'to substitute 
mechanicall  science for hand skill'. Ultimately, no appeal would be made 
onn talents and skills: 'skilled labour gets progressively superseded, and 
will ,, eventually be replaced by mere overlookers of machines' (20). 

Smith'ss perceptive remarks as to the detrimental effects of the factory 
systemm on the moral condition of the working poor became a dominant 
themee for Victorians. How to redress the threat of social instability was 
onee of their major concerns. Victorians considered education to be one of 
thee important means to transform the moral character of the working 
classes.. They also laid much emphasis on the power of emulation.15 By 
bringingg the working classes into contact with products of art and culture -

uOnn Samuel Bentham, especially see Ashworm 1998. 
''' A vast body of literature on these subjects exists. See, for example, Golby and Purdue 
1984,, Harrison 1987 and A. White 1988. In relation to Manchester, Melissa Hackney 
(1998)) provides a succinct exploration of these themes. I would like to thank her for allow-
ingg me to read her Master's thesis. 
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evenn if they would not understand them - the Victorians thought that this 
wouldd elevate their conduct. In this respect, art was considered to be a 
meanss of improving the moral character of society. It was as Mil l depicted 
it:: a supplement to the utilitarian half-image of man. Ruskin*  s opposite po-
sitionn is, as Hackney rightly observes, 'crucial' in this respect. For Ruskin 
severelyy 'rejected claims that art held the capacity to improve society' 
(Hackneyy 1998, 19). In effect, as Hewison remarks, 'Ruskin came to see 
thatt art was an expression of society, an index of its health, not a cure for 
itss corruption' (Hewison 1976,132). 

4.44 Huston's criticism of the factory system 

Thee "picturesque" was an aesthetic term which suggested that there was no 
aa priori  distinction between a picture of a landscape and a picture of a 
smokingg chimney. Around eighteen-hundred, the notion of the picturesque 
hadd become very popular. It suggested harmony and order. It gave travel-
lerss an aesthetically legitimised way of looking at scenery that, according 
too traditional classifications, could only be considered ugly. Ruins, litter, or 
aa disorderly lumps of stones, as in mountain scenery, came to be accept-
ablee objects of admiration, providing they gave rise to morally elevated 
thoughts.. One could admire Roman ruins, for example, because they stood 
forr the Augustan age, the last 'golden age' before the 15th century. Or one 
couldd contemplate a basket of litter and thus become aware of the transito 
rinesss of man's existence. Originally, the picturesque denoted a class of 
objectss that fell outside the scope of the notion of the sublime, as devel-
opedd for example, by Burke and then by Kant to denote objects which 
filledd the spectator with a sense of awe and terror, and so - paradoxically -
strengthenedd man's superiority over Nature. Picturesque objects simply 
weree too small to convey this sense of horror. Contrary to the experience 
off  the sublime, there was nothing threatening in the picturesque at all. In 
fact,, the picturesque turned out to be a verbal chameleon which came to 
denotee whatever was beautiful in a picture (Heffernan 1984,4). 

Thee Irish journalist and spokesman of the anti-Corn Law League, Wil-
liamm Cooke-Taylor ([1841] 1969, 3), considered the factories in Lancashire 
inn keeping with the notion of the picturesque: 'Thank God, smoke is rising 
fromm the lofty chimneys of most of them! ... it produces variations in the 
atmospheree which, to me at least, have a pleasing and picturesque effect'. 
Thee smoke was evidence of another good, for Cooke-Taylor considered 
thatt the steam-engine, the 'common assistant and friend of all' and the 
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'mostt  impartia l of arbitrators, '  provided such employment to the operators 
thatt  'habits of order, cleanliness, and propriety ' were impressed upon 
them.. This made 'the organization of the community complete, and the 
humann agents work with all the exactness of machinery.' 

Cooke-Taylorr  emphasised the historical novelty of the factory system: 
'Soo strange a combination of perfect despotism with perfect freedom never 
beforee existed, and to have produced such a state is one of the noblest tri -
umphss of morality and intelligence' (121-124). And though the human 
agentt  worked 'wit h the exactness of machinery,'  this did not mean that the 
workk itself was mechanical. In fact, the operator  only surveyed the opera-
tionss of the machinery, and did not interfere with it at all. And this, ac-
cordingg to Cooke-Taylor, 'gave frequent opportunities ... for  the exercise 
off  skill, ingenuity, and contrivance' (115). The operator  was able to sell 
thesee skills at a high price. In contrast, it was those branches of industry 
thatt  were dependent on manual labour, and were not aided by machinery, 
thatt  turned man into a machine. 

Cooke-Taylorr  used the notion of the "picturesque"  on another  occasion, 
whenn visiting a Methodist chapel: 

Theyy took me to see the chapel which had been erected in Holly mount, 
aa building of the Ionic order, and which to me, uninitiated in the rules of 
art,, appears one of the prettiest specimens of the modern imitations of 
Greciann architecture I have ever  seen. There is a defect in the position of 
thee building: it is not easy to get a view of its full front , and the volutes 
off  Ionic columns seen cornerwise invariably remind one of the rams' 
hornss from which the first  notion of these ornaments is said to have 
beenn derived. The interior  of the chapel struck me as superior  in ar-
rangementt  and picturesque effect to any of the modern churches in the 
Greciann style I have yet seen.(65) 

Cooke-Taylor'ss use of the picturesque here reveals exactly those parame-
terss of production under  factory conditions which were so criticized by 
Johnn Ruskin. For  Ruskin, who was initiated in the rules of art, the 'defect' 
off  the building would certainly not have been incidental; on the contrary, it 
revealedd a structural defect of Grecian architecture. The criticism that Rus-
kinn would probably have made of this building would highly likely have 
mirrore dd his criticism of the factory system. It is widely held that the 
chapterr  on the Nature of Gothic in Stones of Venice contains all those ele-
mentss in a nutshell which transformed Ruskin from an art criti c to a criti c 
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off  society. In fact, Ruskin's criticism of both the factory system and of 
Greciann architecture stemmed from a common source: neither was a sys-
temm of perfect order, as was suggested by the term 'picturesque.' Indeed, 
manyy of these elements are also in Cooke-Taylor's account: being an 
'imitation',, not being able to obtain 'a full view of the front', and the 'in-
variableness'' that the experience of the ornaments evoked. 

FigureFigure 2. Ruskin 's drawing of 
aa lion-head (from Lectures on 
ArchitectureArchitecture and Painting 
1854). . 

Forr Ruskin, there was an obvious reason why spectators of modern (and 
classical)) Grecian buildings would always find that they were not able to 
obtainn a full view of these buildings, and would regard their ornamentation 
ass il l placed. Only the upper parts of Grecian buildings were ornamented, 
andd almost always on such a small scale (given the distance) that it was 
impossiblee to discern what was depicted. Such ornamentation was thus 
simplyy useless. It conveyed no clear message to the observer and was con-
sequentlyy only an expression of waste - a waste of the labour which was 
exertedd to produce it, and thus a waste of money. Since only the upper part 
wass ornamented, the rest of the building was commonly nothing more than 
'aa wilderness of square-cut stone' (Ruskin 1854, 61). The only impression 
too be had from this wilderness was monotony. 

Thiss impression of monotony was strengthened by the 'invariableness' 
off  the Ionic, Doric, or Corinthian columns. No enjoyment for the eye was 
too be had from monotony, but even worse, there was no enjoyment for the 
workmann either. The workman's labour invariably consisted of imitating 
thee same ornamentation over and again, or of executing no ornamentation 
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att all.'6 In a lecture on architecture given in Edinburgh, Ruskin gave the 
examplee of sixty-six heads of lions (see fig. 2), all 'exactly the same', 
whichh he had seen on a recently constructed Grecian building and which he 
contrastedd with the way ornamentation was executed on Gothic buildings. 

Thee west window of Dumblane Abbey in Edinburgh, for example, was or-
namentedd with leaves. But no leaf was exactly the same as another (see fig. 
3).. All the leaves reinforced the form of the window, which was itself a 
leaf.. This demanded what Ruskin called invention: imagination, ingenuity 
andd judgement had to cooperate to produce this architectural arrangement. 
Thee workman had to think about the design of the window; he was not 
merelyy executing the thoughts and designs of others. There was no place 
forr exact replication here. If you expect a workman to 'think about what he 
iss doing, and feel something about it,' you cannot expect him to do the 
samee thing twice. Since 'men do not commonly think the same thought 
twice,.... you are to expect another and a different thought of them, as soon 
ass one thought has been well expressed' (Ruskin 1854, 105). 

166 Imitating here means copying. Smith used imitating to mean quite the opposite, not mere 
copying,, but creating novelty. On this see De Marchi and Van Miegroet 1999. 
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Consequently,, invention fulfille d a double function, not only in the arts but 
inn all production of goods. It gave them something unique and distinctive: 
design.177 If a workman was able to use his imagination and judgement, his 
workk itself was raised above the level of simple manual labour, in the exe-
cutionn of which, 'brut e animals would be preferable to man' (Ruskin 1985, 
83).. Not only the production of goods would be an enjoyment to the 
worker,, but also the consumption of the produce. As in the opposition of 
thee leaf window and the uniforml y ill-placed ornamentation, Ruskin ar-
guedd that there was no enjoyment to be found in sixty-six lion heads which 
weree exactly the same, though there was enjoyment in a dozen or  so leaves 
whichh were not exactly similar  in shape. Diversity, not monotony, pro-
videdd nourishment for  the eye.18 

Ruskinn criticized the consumption of goods which did not embody some 
design,, however  imperfect, but only showed uniformity . They thus served 
ass a store of wealth, not of enjoyment. It was on this very point that he 
tookk offence at John Stuart Mill' s definition of economic man as 'solely' 
strivin gg for  wealth, for  this man was depriving both himself of the enjoy-
mentt  of consumption and the workman of the enjoyment of production. 
Thee consumer could acquire his uniform goods cheaply, but this cheapness 
wass also an indication that they were 'utterl y unnecessary'. When buying 
goodss of 'exquisite invention', one was also paying for  the invention, and 
nott  for  the mere finish or  execution (Ruskin 1985,88). 

177 As Marin a Bianca has pointed out to me, Ruskin, like many others, was influenced in this by 
Willia mm Hogarth's Analysis of Beauty (1753). 

Stevenn Medema has suggested to me that Ruskin mus overlooked the fact that the emerging 
masss consumption industry provided a different form of diversity, namely an exploding variety 
off  consumer goods. Ruskin argued however, as in the case of the sixty-six lion heads which 
weree exactly die same, that 'exquisite invention', which was a marker  of the use made of the 
imaginationn of the workman, could be found within a single exemplar. Ruskin consequently 
didd not limi t his discussion to all of the lion heads being equal, but pointed out how a single 
exemplarr  might lack 'exquisite invention'. The exploding diversity of consumer goods which 
resultedd from mass production was for  Ruskin only an explosion of monotony. 
199 See Babbage ([1835] 1963,119): The first object of every person who attempts to make any 
articlee of consumption, is, or  ought to be, to produce it in a perfect form; but to secure to him-
selff  the greatest and most permanent profit , he must endeavour  .... to render  the new luxury or 
want.... cheap to those who consume it.' 
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Inn fact, a man buying goods without invention, according to Ruskin, was 
engagedd 'in the slave-trade' (88).20 For  goods without design implied a 
degradationn of the workman. His sometimes only 'tardy imagination, tor-
pidd capacity of emotion, tottering steps of thought'  (84) were taken from 
himm and nothing was left to him but basic unenjoyable routine labour. And 
evenn if there was design in a product, this, under  the modern conditions of 
production,, usually implied that the workman was enslaved. The evil was 
thee division of labour. Ruskin sensed a tendency to separate manual and 
inventivee work into two different persons and thus to obtain the highest 
formm of perfection from the inventor  and from the manual worker  (90). 

Inventionn thus was a precondition for  enjoyable work and for  enjoyable 
consumption.. It was closely linked to the perceptual bewilderment that 
tookk hold of a spectator  when looking at Gothic architecture or  Turner' s 
landscapes,, Ruskin's two favourites. According to Ruskin, Turner  made 
thee optical complexity of our  sensations explicit by suggesting all details 
withoutt  wholly revealing them. Not being able to grasp with the eye the 
detailss and variety of nature, looking at Turner' s paintings forced the ob-
serverr  to continually re-examine his visual impressions to form a coherent 
image.. Thus, one could see 'the spots on the trout '  as painted by Turner, 
withoutt  being able to 'count'  them (Lindsay Smith 1995, 57). This was for 
Ruskinn an index of Turner' s 'trut h to nature'. The same 'trut h to nature' 
couldd be found in Turner' s paintings of clouds. Turner  did not deprive 
'heavenn of its space, clouds of their  buoyancy, winds of their  motion, and 
distancee of its blue' (Ruskin 1995, 34). In this he contrasted Turner' s 
treatmentt  with 'our  modern cloud-worship' and with the old masters who 
paintedd as a 'stable fact'  what was 'uncertain and unintelligible*  (277). By 
nott  painting, but suggesting details, Turner  brought this perceptual bewil-
dermentt  and this sense of wholeness experienced by the observer: 'Abun-
dantt  beyond the power  of the eye to embrace or  follow, vast and various 
beyondd the power  of the mind to comprehend, there is yet not one atom in 
itss whole extent and mass which does not suggest more than it represents' 
(15).. Turner' s perceptiveness of the variety and wholeness of nature thus 
conferredd nature's true message. Indeed, for  Ruskin, 'nothing can be natu-
rall  which is monotonous; nothing true which only tells one story' (129). 

Thee use of this expression suggests that Ruskin was referring to the dispute between 
Carlylee and John Stuart Mil l in Fraser's Magazine on the 'negro question'. For a provoca-
tivee interpretation of Ruskin's views on slavery, see Levy 2000. 
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Thee paradoxical effect of Turner's landscapes was that in their 'truth to 
Nature'' they conveyed the message of man's humility and of man's inade-
quacyy to grasp the whole of nature. Ruskin's term for this effect was the 
'grotesque'' as distinguished from the sublime, the beautiful, and the pic-
turesque.. The grotesque was adverse to the subsuming and consequently 
violentt attitude towards nature implied by these other terms. In reference to 
Turner'ss paintings the term grotesque expressed the greatness and variety 
off  nature, but also showed the imperfections of man and the imperfection 
off  the eye. 

Inn Gothic architecture, the grotesque was also the expression of the lib-
ertyy of the workman. Imperfection was not deliberately attained, but was 
ann inevitable consequence of the appeal to the inventive ingenuity of the 
workman.. The contrast between Gothic architecture and the invariableness 
off  the buildings in Edinburgh prompted Ruskin (1854, 61-2) to express 
himselff  as follows: 

Walkk round your Edinburgh buildings, and look at the height of your 
eye,, what wil l you get from them. Nothing but square-cut stone ... so 
thatt your houses look like prisons, and truly are so ... These square 
stoness are not prisons of the body, but graves of the soul; for the very 
menn who could do sculpture ... for you are here! still here, in your de-
spisedd workmen: the race has not degenerated, it is you who have bound 
themm down, and buried them beneath your Greek stones. 

Similarly,, according to Ruskin, the factory system forced men to produce 
4withh the accuracy of tools, to be precise and perfect in all their actions', 
butt this 'verily' meant the 'degradation of the operative into a machine' 
(Ruskinn 1985, 84-6). As one proponent of the factory system stated: to be 
ablee to work with machines, the operatives had to 'identify themselves 
withh the unvarying regularity of the complex automaton' (Shapin and 
Barness 1977, 68n29, quoting Arkwright). In short, the routines of the op-
erativess paralleled the mechanical principles embodied in the machines.21 

Veblenn examined the effects of this sort of training on a workman's life in a more general 
contextt in his Theory of Business Enterprise (1904). According to Veblen, the operative - at 
leastt to some extent - had to be knowledgeable about the principles underlying the work-
ingss of the machine. This knowledge ran in quantitative terms, in terms of cause and effect. 
Veblenn stressed mat 'other intelligence on the part of the workman is useless; or it is even 
worsee man useless, for a habit of thinking in other than quantitative terms blurs the work-
man'ss quantitative apprehension of the facts with which he has to do.' To be suited for 
workingg at a machine the 'habits of life and thought of the workman' had to run along the 
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4.55 Measuring work and fatigue 

Thee paralleling of man and machines was clearly favoured by the machine-
eraa discussions of the nature of the work undertaken by both. No one at the 
timee of Descartes would have considered a balance or a lever to be en-
dowedd with reason or speech. Attempts to construct automata resembling 
mankindd were looked at in wonder, but they remained curiosities, like 
Vaucanson'ss famous flute player.22 By the time Andrew Ure referred to 
thiss flute player and to Maelzel's automatic chess-player, in his Philosophy 
ofof Manufactures ([1835] 1967, 9), it was no longer odd to consider the 
humann and the natural world to be inhabited by 'self-acting machines' 
([1835]]  1967, l).23 Cooke-Taylor, as spokesman of the Anti-Corn Law 
League,, assured its public that 'the brightness of the machinery ... and the 
regularityy of its motions, produce a tout ensemble which has a novel and 
strikingg effect', and he considered that 'the machines can do everything but 
speak'' (Schaffer 1996, 63, quoting Cooke-Taylor). 

Fromm the end of the eighteenth century, physiologists, chemists, and 
physicistss had attempted to find a measure for the work done by simple 
machiness and in these attempts the work of a simple manual worker - a 
mechanicc - was taken as point of reference. From these studies the idea 
emergedd that different sorts of 'force' could be converted into others, an 
ideaa that gained full momentum with the invention of the steam engine and 
thenn developed to maturity in the laws of thermodynamics through the 
workk of Helmholtz, the German physiologist, and Thomson and Tait, the 

liness of 'regularity of sequence and mechanical precision.' The effect was a 'standardization 
off  the workman's intellectual life in terms of mechanical process', and this not only ac-
countedd for his life at the factory, but even standardized his tastes' (Veblen [1904] 1975, 
308-9).. See Th. Veblen [1904] 1975, 13: 'Men are required to adapt their needs and their mo-
tionss to the exigencies of the process whereby this civilized method of intercourse is carried 
intoo effect The service is standardized, and therefore the use of it is standardized also.' William 
Barberr pointed out to me mat Veblen's criticism of American university teaching runs along 
similarr lines. 
222 Voltaire probed Vaucanson's ultimate goal: 'to create an automatic figure whose motions 
wil ll  be an imitation of all animal operations, such as the circulation of the blood, respira-
tion,, digestion, the movement of muscles, tendons, nerves and so forth' (Rabinbach 1992, 
52,, quoting Voltaire). 
233 Ure complained that 'self-acting inventions' like Vaucanson's flute player did 'nothing 
towardss the supply of the physical necessities of society'; they were merely invented for 
idlee use. 
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Englishh physicists. In a series of incisive articles (1989a,b, 1990), Wise 
andd Smith make it clear  that in the Victorian age it was no longer  a simple 
machinee like the balance, but the steam engine which was taken as the 
framee of reference. As a result, the human body came to be seen as a sort 
off  engine, obeying the laws of nature just as well as inanimate matter. Just 
ass workmen converted food into muscular  power, so machines converted 
fuell  into work. Increasingly, the point was to do this as efficiently as pos-
sible;;  to minimise waste, and maximise the useful effect of men and ma-
chiness alike. The energetic framework provided common ground for  hu-
mann labour  and machines. 

Thiss common ground provided the opportunity for  rephrasing measure-
mentss of working man's labour  in strictly physical terms: the measurement 
off  'useful effect'. How to measure the work done by a labourer  had of 
coursee been an issue for  classical economists. However  great the differ-
encess between their  various formulations may have been, there was a dis-
tinctt  relation between the produce of labourers and the trouble it took them 
too make it. In Chapter  5 of the Wealth of Nations, Smith wrote about how 
difficul tt  it wass 'to ascertain the proportion between two different quantities 
off  labour' and to find an 'accurate measure either  of hardship or  ingenuity' 
(1:48).MM  The 'real price' was the 'toi l and the trouble*  of the work and 
lackingg an 'accurate measure', prices were adjusted 'by the higgling and 
bargainingg of the market place' (1:49). Smith consequently considered the 
'toi ll  and trouble' of the work as a social category. 

Thee same holds for  Coulomb's study, Mémoire sur la force des hommes 
(1778),, which was instrumental in the development of the physical concept 
off  work.25 Coulomb investigated the useful amount of work that could be 
donee by a workman in a normal day of work. This notion of a 'normal day' 
off  work shows that Coulomb was not tryin g to answer  a merely physical 
questionn - as it might have been had he investigated the maximum amount 
off  force. Normality involves considerations as to how much work work-
menn are willin g to deliver  in a working day (Vatin 1993). Such considera-
tionss transcended the boundaries of physics and physiology. In the ener-
geticc context, which developed from studies such as that by Coulomb, fa-

Onn Smith's ideas of taking account of ingenuity in pricing, see De Marchi and Van Mie-
groetl999. . 

Republishedd in his Theorie des Machines Simples. An excellent discussion of Coulomb's 
memoirmemoir and its relation to French engineers up until 1830 is found in Vatin 1993. The spe-
cificss of Coulomb's experiments are treated on 36-56.1 would like to thank Norton Wise 
forr providing me with bibliographical details on Coulomb. 
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tiguee was the result of an exhaustion of energy, a fund that had to be re-
filledd and regenerated by food; it lost its moral and social dimensions and 
becamee restricted to a merely physical magnitude. 

Moree than a decade after the appearance of the Wealth of Nations, La-
voisierr had just such a physical common denominator in mind. In his 
MémoireMémoire sur la respiration des animaux (1789), he wrote: 

Onn peut connaitre, par example, a combien de livres en poids répondent 
less efforts d'un homme qui récite un discours, d'un musicien qui joue 
d'unn instrument. On pourrait même évaluer ce qu'il y a de mécanique 
danss le travail du philosophe qui réfléchit, de Fhomme de lettres qui 
écrit,, du musicien qui compose. Ces effets, considérés comme purement 
moreaux,, ont quelque chose de physique et de materiel, qui permet, sous 
cee rapport, de les comparer avec ceux de 1'homme de peine. Ce n'est 
donee pas sans quelque justesse que la langue frangaise a confondu, sous 
laa denomination commune de travail, les efforts de 1'esprit comme ceux 
duu corps, le travail du cabinet et le travail du mercenaire (quoted from 
Vatinn 1993). 

Lavoisierr proposed to measure the work of the mind and the work of the 
bodyy in a similar way. The work of the mind, even as a purely moral phe-
nomenon,, still had something physical and material, which afforded com-
parisonn with physical pain and effort. Fatigue and useful effect came to be 
consideredd as purely physical phenomena which obeyed the same laws as 
inanimatee nature and hence could be accessed with the same tools and in-
struments.. As Rabinbach (1992, 46) puts it: 'the body yielded the work of 
thee nerves, the muscles and the organs, which were subject to the same 
lawss of nature as any other machine.' The labour of both the man of letters 
andd the mechanic, work of the mind and work of the hands, came to be as-
sociatedd with physical endurance - as illustrated by Lavoisier's expression 
TT homme de peine' for the mechanic. 

4.66 Jevons's experiments on the exertion of muscular  force 

Thiss discourse in which labour was primarily associated with physical ex-
haustion,, such as the wear and tear of a machine, merged with Jevons's 
interestt and enthusiasm for Jennings's Natural Elements of Political Econ-
omyomy (1855). Considering work itself in terms of mechanics, Jevons under-
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tookk a series of experiments on work and fatigue and published the results 
inn Nature (1870). He referred to these experiments in the Theory to sub-
stantiatee his theory of labour  as well as in the Principles to substantiate his 
claimss about the difference between rational and empirical formulae (a 
subjectt  that wil l be addressed in Chapter  6). 

Jevonss designed his experiments to 'throw some light upon the chemical 
andd physiological conditions of muscular  force/ The most important rea-
sonn why they were interesting was that they 'might also point out how we 
couldd make some commencement, however  humble, of defining the 
mathematicall  relations upon which the science of economy is founded* 
(1870,, 158). Jennings's book was most probably on his mind when he 
wrotee these words. In the article on the experiments, he referred however 
nott  to Jennings, but to Babbage and Coulomb. The experiments elabo-
rated,, so Jevons (1870, 158) explained, on one of Babbage's 'many happy 
suggestions''  in The Economy of Machinery and Manufactures, 'the rela-
tionn between fatigue and the rapidit y or  degree of muscular  exertion.' 

Jevonss performed three different experiments. The first was throwing 
weights.. The second was liftin g and lowering weights with a pulley and 
chord.. The thir d was holding weights with a full y stretched arm. Jevons 
consideredd fatigue and the work done - the 'useful effect'  - in strictly 
physiologicall  terms. According to Jevons, due to the 'natural constitution 
off  the muscles' man was only able to develop a 'limite d amount of force in 
aa given time' that would at some point be offset by the increase in fatigue 
causedd by the intensity and rapidit y of the exertion. Jevons attempted to 
findd the 'maximum efficiency' that would be reached at some point 'in 
everyy kind of work'(1870: 158). 

Inn all three cases, his experiments provided pronounced results. How-
ever,, he was only able to derive a mathematical expression for  the first 
typee of experiment. The experiment results were though so 'embarrass-
inglyy close' to the formula, that Jevons attributed them 'partl y to chance' 
(159).. Although it was apparently the true formula, Jevons did 'not quite 
seee how to explain it on mechanical principles'. For  the other  types of ex-

266 White (1994a, 206) observed that Jevons's thir d experiment (holding the weights on a 
full yy stretched arm) was described in principl e in Jennings ([1855] 1969,116). 
277 White (1994a) plausibly suggests that Jevons had only secondary knowledge of Cou-
lomb'ss Mémoire - from Babbage's reference to it in his Machinery and Manufactures. His 
attemptss 'to add precision and certainty to the ideas put forth by Coulomb and Babbage' 
(1870,, 158) ignored the fact that Coulomb had minutely computed the optimal 'quantit y of 
action''  for  a porter  on a normal workman's day. See esp. Vatin 1993. 
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FigureFigure 4. Houghton's graphs ofJevons's experiments on the exertion 
OfOf muscular force. Nature 1871, p. 290. Each graph gives the 

'theoretical''theoretical' curve of "useful effect" against the plotting 
ofJevonsofJevons 's experimental results. 
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periments,, Jevons made some attempt to explain the outcome 'by reason-
ablee suppositions as to the conditions of exhaustion and restauration of 
muscularr  power'. He did not arriv e at any definite mathematical results, 
however. . 

Inn subsequent issues of Nature (Aug. 18, 1870, Feb. 9, 1871) the physi-
cistt  Samuel Haughton came to Jevons's aid in determining the exact func-
tionss of his experiments, which he plotted against Jevons's experimental 
findings.. According to Haughton (1870, 324), the human arm 'instinc-
tively**  behaved as if obeying the principl e of least action; seeking to 
minimisee waste or  to maximise useful effect. Similarly , the human arm 
couldd be considered as a 'compound pendulum', whose weight was 'con-
centratedd at the centre of oscillation of the loaded arm' (324), a claim he 
correctedd in his second article regarding Jevons's experiments, in that he 
'shouldd have stated that it is the work of a body of equal weight moving 
withh the velocity of the centre of gyration*, a term used in engineering me-
chanicss to denote the point of a revolving body 'at which the whole weight 
off  the body may be concentrated without changing its moment of inertia' 
(Carmichaell  1950, 7-21.9). Making some assumptions on the mechanical 
propertiess of the human arm and relying on the 'law' that 'work done is 
constant',, Haughton reduced the problem to one of mechanical engineering 
andd gave a mechanical explanation in mathematical form for  the three ex-
perimentss using by then standard engineering views of mechanics. 

Inn the Theory, as well as in the Principles, Jevons gracefully accepted 
Haughton'ss explanation since it provided a theoretical backing for  his em-
piricall  findings. It showed by what mechanism work was done. Where 
Jevonss initiall y had been worried about the extreme close correspondence 
betweenn his experimental findings and the only formula he found (see 
Haughton'ss graph N° I), Jevons was no longer  embarrassed by the close 
relationn between data and theory. Haughton's phrasing of the experiments, 
andd Jevons's approving words, brought to the fore what conception of man 
layy behind it; man was conceived of as a machine that converted muscular 
effortt  into useful effect. This conversion relied on a trade off between use-
full  effect and fatigue. Jevons's experiments thus directly fitted into the 
generall  strive towards a unified framework from which to understand man 
andd machines alike. 
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4.77 Routinising labour 

Ass said above, Jevons came back to his experiments on two important oc-
casions.. The first was in the Theory of Political Economy, in which he used 
thee experiments as an example to show how his theory of labour could be 

FigureFigure 5. Jevons's 
graphicalgraphical representation 
ofof his theory of labour. 
Theoryy of Political 
Economy,, 1871, p. 168. 

e e 

verifiedd empirically. Jevons extensively quoted Richard Jennings's Natural 
ElementsElements of Political Economy (1855) in which 'incipient effort' and 'toil-
somee sensations' were contrasted. Jevons rephrased Jennings's argument 
inn terms of his theory of pleasure and pain. Contrasting the 'painfulness of 
labour'' with the 'utility of the produce', 'a day's wages' was determined at 
thee point where their marginal increments equalised. Though Jevons rec-
ognizedd that 'labour may be both agreeable ... and conducive to future 
good,'' labour was predominantly conceived as a pain. Labour is 'the pain-
full  exertion which we undergo to ward off pains of greater amount, or to 
procuree pleasures which leave a balance in our favour' (1871, 163). 

Jevonss represented the (dis-)utility function of labour in the diagram 
shownn in figure 5.™ The curve a-b-c-d represents the (dis-)utility connected 
withh the pain of the execution of labour. Positive utility is derived from la-
bourr itself only in arc b-c. Though it is nowhere clearly expressed, we may 
thinkk of this utility as the surplus of the enjoyment derived from the in-
creasingg dexterity of the workman over the pain of the execution of the 

288 The technical adequacy of this diagram is discussed in White (1994c, 434-37) and does 

nott concern me here. 
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work.. Beyond point c, this balance becomes negative. Balanced against the 
disutilit yy of labour  is the utilit y derived from the produce x shown in the 
upperr  curve, representing the return on labour  or  his income. In equilib-
riu mm the return on labour  is o-m. Jevons considered the workmen as if they 
weree irresistibly following a strategy of maximising produce gained on a 
workin gg day, or  as minimising their  labour  input. The question was posited 
ass if it was a mere physical problem, requirin g a physical solution. The 
analysiss thus matched his own experiments on the exertion of muscular 
force,, in which waste was minimised or, equivalently, useful effect maxi-
mised.. Even granted that one might legitimately consider  Jevons's experi-
mentss in terms of engineering mechanics, it still did not follow that a day's 
labourr  of a workman, for  Smith and even for  Coulomb a social category, 
couldd be analysed in similar  terms. 

Interestingly,, Jevons added a discussion on the 'general tendency' in 
Englandd to reduce working hours, 'thus proving that the painfulness of la-
bourr  varies so rapidly as easily to overbalance the gain in utility *  (1879, 
196).299 In terms of Jevons's graph, this tendency relates to the steepness of 
thee slope of the graph of (implicit ) labour  supply. Apparently, for  many 
occupationss there was no intrinsi c enjoyment to be derived from the la-
bour.. Yet the range of jobs Jevons mentioned - from artisans, millhands to 
mercantilee officers - covered all those which Cooke-Taylor  (1841] 1969, 
115)) had maintained 'gave frequent opportunities ... for  the exercise of 
skill ,, ingenuity, and contrivance.'  The talent and intelligence demanded 
inspiredd workers only to spare their  own labour, just as Adam Smith's boy, 
Humphreyy Potter, who preferred to play in the field with his friends, was 
inducedd to invent a device that would allow this. But Smith's ingenious 
youngg boy was, so Jevons assured us, an exception; for  'all the greater  in-
ventions''  were 'the result of deliberate study' (197; see Smith [1776] 1976, 
1:20).. Indeed, it was not always 'possible to graduate work to the 
worker' ss liking ' (Jevons 1879, 196). Jevons consequently put his mecha-
nisticc theory of labour  to work to explain some of the obvious and indubi-
tablee phenomena one could observe with regard to Victorian working ar-
rangements.. This of course was to add credibilit y to his graph (see fig. 5). 

Jevonss altered the phrasing of the argument in die second edition, though the message re-
mainedd the same. The first edition reads: 'Thus proving that the degree of utility varies 
moree rapidly than the degree of painfulness of labour' (1871,176). 

Jevonss expressed his scepticism of Smith's assurance mat many inventions were made by the 
userss of machinery. See Jevons's (incomplete) copy of the Wealth of Nations, JA 6/6/7 (14). 
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Thee only professions for  which Jevons acknowledged that the work could 
bee of 'interesting and stimulating nature', were the inventive ones. In the 
secondd edition, Jevons listed 'the philosopher, scientific discoverer, artist, 
&c ''  (1879, 197). However, in line with his early views on genius {PC 
1:58),, these occupations required 'mental powers' which 'must be kept in 
perfectt  trainin g by constant exertion, just as a racehorse or  an oarsman 
needss to be constantly exercised' (198). With regard to this 'training' , 
Jevonss conceived mental powers to be as mechanical and routine as man-
uall  labour, something that will be elaborated on more full y in the next 
chapter. . 

Jevons'ss theory of labour  is of course in extreme contrast to that of 
Ruskin.. According to Ruskin, labour  was a pain just because man's capa-
bilit yy to use his mental powers, his imagination, was either  severely re-
strictedd or  not acknowledged at all. In one of his lectures as Slade profes-
sorr  of Art at Oxford, Ruskin (1996, 120-1) said the following: 

Imaginee that muscular  firmness and subtlety, and the instantaneously 
selectivee and ordinant energy of the brain, sustained all day long, not 
onlyy without fatigue, but with a visible joy in the exertion ... consider, 
soo far  as you know anything of physiology, what sort of an ethical state 
off  body and mind that means! 

Forr  Ruskin it was not so much labour  per  se that occasioned disutility , but 
thee content of the work and the conditions under  which the work was exe-
cuted.. If there was no originalit y lent to the product -that is, if man's 
imaginationn was not involved in its production - labour  would be reduced 
too sheer  monotony. 

Forr  Jevons, however, the use of the imagination became 'the inexplica-
blee action of a gifted mind' ([1874] 1958, 579). It had to do with the 'rar e 
genius''  of Newton, Huygens, or  Faraday (585). Jevons reserved for  the 
truee man of genius, what Ruskin considered to a greater  or  lesser  degree 
commonn to all workmen: imaginative power. In his arguments for  labour 

3131 Ruskin continued: '-ethic through ages past! What fineness of race there must be to get it, 
whatt exquisite balance and symmetry of the vital powers'. See Levy (2000) for an interpre-
tationn highlighting Ruskin's sometimes only covert but also open allusions to differences in 
race.. It should be noted that similar forms of racism are to found in Jevons's work. For ex-
ample,, Jevons's theory of labour explicitly refers to 'man of lower race, a negro for in-
stance'' as feeling labour more painful, not having the right 'energetic disposition' (1871, 
177).. See also White (1994b) for Jevons regarding marters of class and race. 
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beingg predominantly a disutility, Jevons separated man's imagination from 
hiss routinely performed acts, and restricted the imagination to a specific 
giftedd group of people. These routine acts fitted, we have seen, into his 
theoryy of labour. Geniuses such as Newton and Faraday, however, were 
outsidee the scope of his graph from the very start. Ruskin's judgement was 
too the contrary for the common workmen: this was 'to find their whole 
beingg sunk into an unrecognized abyss, to be counted off into a heap of 
mechanismm numbered with its wheels, and weighed with its hammer 
strokes'' (Ruskin 1985,87). 

Fromm Smith's gloomy passage in the Wealth of Nations up to Ruskin's 
criticismm of the factory system mere was a general agreement on the obser-
vationn that the factory system, as a whole, forced the operative to work 
withh the minuteness of a machine. Whereas this observation filled Ruskin 
withh disgust, it was taken by Jevons as a natural starting point for his the-
oryy of labour. For Ruskin it meant to 'unhumanize' man. 'Men were not 
intendedd to work with the accuracy of tools, to be precise and perfect in all 
theirr actions'(Ruskin 1985, 84). Without imagination, Ruskin insisted, 
man'ss intellectual activities would be reduced to routine operations. La-
bourr would only be mechanical, and consumption would be without taste. 
Thee crucial point for Ruskin in all instances, was that in no sphere of life 
mann should conform to vested rules, but should himself deliberate and de-
cidee what path to follow. 

4.88 Amusements of the people 

Fromm Jevons's diary and letters to his family we gain a vivid impression of 
hiss enthusiasm for the manufacturing districts in London - he even writes 
thatt he now definitely prefers to walk there instead of taking a tour in the 
countrysidee (PC 1:90-1). This enthusiasm did not entice him to the kind of 
propagandisticc writing on the moral virtues of the factory system displayed 
byy someone such as Cooke-Taylor, however. In his younger years Jevons 
startedd research into the conditions of the working poor in London and 
Sydney,, and turned in the 1870s to the issue of women's work in facto-
ries.ries. Though Jevons emphasised that not all manufacturing districts in 

Hiss statistical research on infant mortality rates in industrialised cities was meant to sup-
portt the abolishment of women working in factories. Jevons's stance provoked considerable 
controversy.. One reaction was from Cooke-Taylor who took offence at Jevons's use of sta-
tisticall  evidence. Jevons was forced to admit that the 'real proof of his thesis was 'not to be 
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Londonn produced the same amount of 'busy vice and crime' as, for  exam-
ple,, 'St Giles, Drur y Lane, &c.,'  (90) he, lik e many contemporaries, con-
sideredd the violent and riotous ways that for  the working class functioned 
ass an outlet for  their  miserable lives was a general evil which had to be 
combated. . 

Howw to redress the low culture of the working class would occupy 
Jevons'ss thoughts til l the end of his life, just as it was of concern to Rus-
kin .. The admiration Jevons expressed in his 1865 lecture at Queen's Col-
legee for  Ruskin's many 'imaginative names and figurative expressions' 
cannott  conceal the differences between their  stance on this subject, which 
inn the course of time only became greater. Ruskin' s lecture 'Of Kings' 
Treasuries''  - the lecture Jevons referred to - not only dealt with the ques-
tionn of how to read and how to address the great books of the past, but also 
analysedd and commented on the adversary cultural climate towards read-
ing.. 'We despised', Ruskin complained, all the great achievements of 
mankind::  literature, science, the arts. And even worse, we despised 'the 
deepp and sacred sensations of scenery', nature itself. In the course of his 
lamentation,, Ruskin shifted from the use of 'we' to 'you' : addressing the 
audiencee as those who were guilty of this despising. It is quite clear  who 
thiss audience was: the middle and upper  classes. They were not the work-
menn by 'whose work, by whose strength, by whose life, by whose death, 
youu live, and never  thank them'(281). For  Ruskin, these 'common work-
men''  formed the 'body and nervous force' of the nation, but they were ex-
cludedd from participation in the amusements of the better-off classes, and 
thiss was because such amusements were not considered fit due to their  de-
functt  understanding. 

Whereass Ruskin's solution to this problem pointed to the abolition of 
thee factory system altogether, a solution for  which he was ridiculed in the 
press,, Jevons envisaged solutions that essentially extended the factory 
systemm outside the factory itself. As labour  was conceived of as a routine 
activityy that disciplined the workman's life, so the amusements available to 
thee people should regulate their  leisure habits. Jevons's most relevant es-
sayy is 'Amusement of the people', that originall y appeared 1878 in the 
ContemporaryContemporary Review, and was reissued in Methods of Social Reform 
(1883). . 

foundd in complicated statistical tables' (quoted in White 1994b, 64). For a discussion of 
Jevons'ss view on women working in factories, see White 1994b and Peart 2001. 
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Jevonss started with the observation that due to 'riotou s and vicious assem-
blages**  of people, most popular  festivals had been suppressed by the 
authorities.333 England, according to Jevons, had become a 'dul l England'. 
Thee suppression of festivals in fact left to the public nothing but the worst 
formss of leisure activity, such as drinkin g and violence. 'The people seem 
actuallyy to have forgotten how to amuse themselves, so that when they do 
escapee ... from their  depressing alleys, there is no provision of music, no 
harmlesss games, nor  other  occupation for  the vacant time.' The effect of 
thiss was that the 'English masses' only were able to amuse themselves in a 
'clumsyy and vulgar  way' (Jevons 1883, 4-5). On his journeys through 
Europe,, it had struck Jevons as 'extremely painfuF that 'the poor  gentle-
mann peasants of Scandinavia' were so much more well behaved than 'the 
rich,, rowdy, drunken artisans of England' (Jevons 1883, 5). Shortening a 
workman'ss day or  raising salaries would only aggravate this, for  Jevons 
fearedd most workmen would spend more earnings on drink . What was 
neededd was an increase of culture, and this could be attained by the provi-
sionn of suitable entertainment.34 Jevons considered music to be the most 
suitedd for  achieving this goal. 

Interestingly,, listening to music was described by Jevons as having the 
propertiess of both the absence of thought and of manual labour. It was 
'merelyy passive abandonment of the mind to the train of ideas and emo-
tionss suggested by the strains [of music]'  (Jevons 1883, 9). In an unfin-
ishedd manuscript on music, Jevons examined the mental and moral func-
tionss of music in more detail. Listening to music involved no mental proc-
ess.. The appreciation of sounds, the building blocks of music, depended 
onlyy 'upon the nature of the sense of hearing' (JA 6/47/4, original under-
lining) .. The function of music consisted of 'a general removal of the mind 
fromm its ordinary course of duties ... causing it to forget ordinary affairs 
andd thoughts'. It caused a 'feeling of Beauty or  of Sublimity ... often ex-
cited,, more or  less, by every pleasant country walk, by sightseeing, by 
beautifull  and extensive views or  grand and strikin g scenery on sea or  land, 

Thee authorities attempted to suppress these festivals partly as an off-spin of the French 
Revolution.. The violent and riotous turn these festivals often took was regarded as a hotbed for 
revoltt  against the social order. Support for  suppression also came from manufacturers who by 
thenn needed a well regulated workforce. For  an extensive discussion see Golby &  Purdue 1984, 
esp.. 88-94. Their  discussion makes it clear  that in the light of recent research, the then prevail-
ingg image of a decline in popular  amusements is inaccurate. 
344 Nowhere does Jevons make the inference that the factory system is to be blamed for  poor 
worker' ss habits, though it is strikin g that poor  Scandinavian peasants in his eyes behave better 
thann the F-nglish working class. 
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byy magnificent architectural... works or  a fine piece of poetry' (JA 6/47/8-
9).. This feeling, Jevons suggested, 'belongs to the perceptions, not... rea-
sonn and is far  below the level of a somewhat analogous but feebler  feeling 
producedd by the contemplation of wonderful and beautiful facts of science 
orr  knowledge in general'. Music, in short, belonged to what Jevons termed 
thee class of 'perceptive pleasure meaning any emotion ... produced by 
subjectss of nature or  Ar t through the medium of the sense or  mind but 
withoutt  the necessary exercise of the higher  faculties of reason' (JA 
6/47/9,, original underlining). Listening to music kept the public in a state 
off  mental and bodily rest. Of course, Jevons admitted, 'there is some nerv-
ouss waste even in the enjoyment of music, and it is greater  as the attention 
iss more excitated,'  but music holds the mind 'enchained just so long as 
theree is energy of thought to spare; in the meantime the body remains in a 
perfectt  state of repose' (Jevons 1883,10).5 

Thee music that Jevons thought best fitted to limi t the 'nervous waste' 
andd to be played in parks or  music halls, was highly conventional. It should 
consistt  of 'the better  class of dance music, old English melodies, popular 
classicall  songs'. The great mass of the public was not capable of listening 
too the 'great musical structures' since these demanded 'long musical 
trainin gg for  their  appreciation.'  One of Jevons's reasons to exclude com-
monn man from the great musical compositions was that they would not in-
ducee a state of rest in the mind, but would excite the brain instead. 

Jevonss obviously considered the common man to be unfit for  this sort of 
excitementt  and implicitl y reserved the appreciation of complex music to 
thosee who were naturally gifted with imagination, in practice, the higher 
classes.. If , in other  words, 'small'  art and not 'great'  art were provided to 
thee public, the whole thing would be completely 'harmless', and 'devoid of 
coarsenesss or  vulgarity '  (Jevons 1883, 16). Jevons description of how lis-
teningg to music could contribute to the elevation of the cultural level of the 
lowerr  classes corresponded with the ideas of many of his contemporaries. 
Thoughh the ordinary man was not able to understand what he heard or  saw, 

355 It is very hard at this point not to think of Ulysses and the Sirens. Enchained, Ulysses listened 
too the seductive hymns of the Sirens, while his deafened companions rowed past In Ruskin's 
termss this image might be taken as the ultimate and evil consequence of the division of labour, 
inn which the manual workers are deprived of their senses and therewith of their power of 
imagination,, the use of which comes to be reserved for the inventor. In Jevons's analysis, 
thingss are even worse, for there was no role to be played for the imagination at all, save for 
thosee rare geniuses which for Jevons were the real inventors. See for an unsurpassed analysis 
off  Ulysses, Horkheimer and Adorno [1944] 1986,50-87. 
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hee would be activated to emulate the conduct of the higher  classes. In ef-
fect,, the lower  classes should be stimulated, in Jevons's words, to 'aping 
[their ]]  betters'. They should thus be stimulated to spend their  money on 
cultur ee instead of on drink (Jevons 1883, 7). 

However,, by suppressing the use of man's brain, the only enjoyment to 
bee had was simple relaxation. Popular  entertainment thus served predomi-
nantlyy to keep the workers at rest. Indeed, the feeling of 'Beauty or  Sub-
limity ''  suggested to the listener  a superiority over  Nature that could only 
bee attained by 'forgettin g ... the ordinary course of duties ... [the] ordinary 
affair ss and thoughts'. This feeling consequently belied the listener's true 
sociall  position in which he was not in control, but the one controlled. In 
Jevons'ss conception of the effects of the arts, there was no positive 
evaluationn at all of the 'perceptual bewilderment' which according to Rus-
kinn was the prime virtu e of art that, far  from putting the mind in a state of 
rest,, stimulated man's imagination. 

Ruskin'ss views on art contrasted strongly with those of Jevons, since 
art,, for  Ruskin, 'must confess that we have not reached the perfection we 
cann imagine, and cannot rest in the condition we have attained' (Ruskin 
1985,, 99). This 'harmless' state of rest was exactly what Jevons had in 
view.. Jevons's proposals for  social reform were directed at more success-
full yy regulating the lives of the mass of the people. As he once stated: 'As 
feelingss [of pleasure and pain] are both the ends and instruments of the 
moralistt  and legislator, it especially behoves us to learn how to estimate 
thesee values aright'  (Jevons [1879] 1971, 276). In his essays on popular 
cultur ee Jevons's ultimate aim was to pacify the crowd. 

Whenn we read Jevons's essay on 'Cram' in Mind, and compare this with 
Ruskin'ss scattered remarks on the same subject, we also see that on this 
issuee their  respective stances had moved in opposite directions. In contrast 
withh his own statements in 1865 to an audience at Queens College, Liver -
pool,, by 1877 (1883, 90) Jevons was of the opinion that a 'well-ordered 
educationn is a severe system of well-sustained "Cram "  ... the agony of the 
examination-roomm is an anticipation of the struggles of life. All lif e is a 
longg series of competitive examinations.'  For  Jevons, the 'business' of the 

366 Jevons used this expression provocatively. It foreshadows Veblen's theory of emulation. The 
importancee of emulation in Jevons's epoch is also emphasized in Golby and Purdue (1984). At 
thee end of his essay, he attributes the 'degradation of English amusements*  to the tendency of 
livin gg up to the Jones's (Jevons 1883, 24). It is unclear, however, what other  criterion the pub-
hee has in judging culture than aping your  betters, lacking the mental capacity to decide the 
wormm of culture for  themselves. 
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educatorr  was to 'impress indelibly upon the mind the useful knowledge 
whichh is to guide the pupil through life. This would be "Cram "  indeed' 
(Jevonss 1883, 99). Jevons's defence of 'Cram' stemmed from the idea that 
itt  was possible to control 'the plastic fibres of the youthful brain' (Jevons 
1883,, 88). Ruskin severely opposed 'the school of Cram' in education ex-
actlyy because he thought it deadened the inventive part of man, man's 
genius,, and defended 'the school of Culture' in its place (see, for  example, 
Geddess 1884, 40).37 According to Ruskin, the 'best powers of the youth' 
couldd only be developed 'without competition'  (Works 25:151-153). 

Ruskin'ss and Jevons's diverging attitude towards cram is paradigmatic 
off  their  different views on labour  conditions, social order, and the role of 
cultur ee in society. In the end, this divergence was motivated by the two dif-
ferentt  attitudes Cooke-Taylor  ([1841] 1969, 3) discerned with respect to 
thee factory system. Either  one could judge the factory system 'by an inap-
plicablee standard' and retreat to 'previous reading and experience' or  con-
siderr  it as 'an established innovation. Where Ruskin retreated into the 
Gothicc past, Jevons, in contrast, embraced modernity. 

377 In Fors Clavigera Ruskin related the story of an art student who had 'the finest powers of 
mechanicall  execution I have ever met with, but was quite incapable of invention, or strong 
intellectuall  effort of any kind' (Works 25:150). Ruskin fully blamed the educational system 
forr the 'mischief done to the best faculties of the brain' whose sole interest it was 'to keep 
order'. . 


